UNC School of Medicine’s Office of International Activities provides support and structure for global health opportunities (research, service and educational) for UNC medical students and resident and fellow physicians. In addition, the OIA coordinates the incoming international visiting medical student program and fosters collaboration and cooperation with broader initiatives in global health and education at UNC, including the Institute for Global Health and Infectious Disease, Gilling’s Global Gateway® of the School of Public Health, and UNC Global.

Scope of Work
The OIA is recruiting up to five SOM faculty physicians- must be full time (at least 75%) paid SOM faculty with time available for buyout- to work in collaboration with the OIA leadership team to provide mentoring for selected Scholarly Concentration in Global Health medical students. Funding of $2,000 per year is available for each mentor, and ongoing commitment of four years is expected for continuity with students. The OIA leadership team: Dr. Martha Carlough (OIA Director), Shay Slifko (OIA Program Manager), and Drs. Sylvia Becker-Dreps and Justin Myers (Associate Directors). For more information about the new Scholarly Concentration in Global Health visit this link HERE

Responsibilities/Expectations for each Mentor
- Direct mentorship of medical students in the Scholarly Concentration program (Initially one student per academic year and would grow to four students per mentor)
- Time: Commit 8-10 hours/year of direct student contact with mentee + an additional 8-10 hours/year of indirect student contact for development of learning plans, supporting attainable goals, and feedback on required projects and requirements
- Providing ongoing input to the development to the Scholarly Concentration in Global Health over the four year curriculum
- Involvement in Global Health Forum and other global health education events for medical students (e.g. summer experience debriefing, preparing for GH electives workshops, etc.)

Desired Attributes
- Demonstrated investment and involvement in global health
- Experience and interest in student mentorship and familiarity with the SOM curriculum at UNC
- Demonstrated ability to work in a team environment

To be considered, please email the following to shay_slifko@med.unc.edu by February 15, 2019. (In-person interviews may be requested. OIA leadership anticipates a selection decision by the end of March)
- Updated curriculum vitae (limit to 5 pp)
- Letter of interest demonstrating relevant global health experience, connections to global health education and suggestions of specific contributions in line with this need for technical assistance
- Letter of support from Program Director or Departmental Chair